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WEBITE SOLUTIONS COMPANY ANNOUNCES ONLINE RESOURCE FOR SEAFOOD 

RESTAURANT IN BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION 

Shipwreck Grill, a local Seafood restaurant of Bryan, Texas recently gained a new website that was 

created by the associates of AgniTEK.  

 

College Station, TX, August 20, 2013– AgniTEK, a nationally-recognized company for their expertise in 

helping organizations leverage technology to improve businesses, is pleased to announce the launch of a 

website for Shipwreck Grill at http://www.shipwreckbcs.com. The new website was designed and 

created by AgniTEK associates and is live on the web. 

Shipwreck Grill is Bryan and College Station’s choice in seafood restaurants. The Shipwreck Grill concept 

was born from both a passion for restaurants and a love of the Bryan/College Station area. Following 

graduation from Texas A&M in 1990, Wade and Mary Beckman had the opportunity to run and own 

restaurants around Texas. This took them away from Bryan/College Station, but with the help of their 

sons, they were able to create Shipwreck Grill in Bryan some time later. They have a wonderful menu 

that features crawfish, oysters, fish tacos, burgers, salads, specialty drinks and live entertainment. The 

owners at Shipwreck Grill like to confidently say that no one wants to serve people more than they do. 

They are committed to contributing to the community and working hard to make sure that everyone 

always has a great experience at Shipwreck. To learn more visit their website today.  

Shipwreck Grill is also tied to the new Italian restaurant in Bryan, Texas called Amico Nave Ristorante. 

Amico Nave is the sister restaurant to Shipwreck Grilled and is a tribute to Wade and Mary Beckman’s 

step-father, Tony Salvaggio, and his family who immigrated to the Bryan area from Sicily. At Amico Nave, 

customers are guaranteed to enjoy a great meal that will leave them wanting more. This is another 

Beckman family establishment that offers a mix of traditional and modern Italian dishes that will surely 

http://www.shipwreckbcs.com/


please the palate. AgniTEK also created and designed the Amico Nave website that is available to be 

viewed at www.amiconave.com.   

The high quality Shipwreck Grill website provides the restaurant and management assistance in keeping 

their customers informed of everything they have to offer. The website features detailed menus and 

specials that the restaurant offers as well as catering menus. The website also shares their location, 

hours, and a way to easily email the restaurant owners to get more information. These features was 

made possible by AgniTEK and their associates. 

AgniTEK is a full service website and software solutions company serving Texas companies for over 15 

years. They deliver reliability, consistency, simplicity and value in website services and software 

application development work. AgniTEK has been named a five-time Newman 10 Award winner and 

three-time Aggie 100 Award winner.  
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